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ABSTRACT 
Co-polymers of lactide and glycolide, referred to as 
PLGA, have generated tremendous interest because 
of their excellent biocompatibility, biodegradability 
and mechanical strength. Various polymeric devices 
like microspheres, microcapsules, nanoparticles, 
pellets, implants, and films have been fabricated 
using these polymers.  They can be transformed by 
spinning into filaments for subsequent fabrication of 
desirable textile structures. Spinning may be 
accomplished by various routes. The fibers may be 
fabricated into various forms and may be used for 
implants and other surgical applications such as 
sutures. They are also easy to formulate into various 
delivery systems for carrying a variety of drug 
classes. The present article presents a review on the 
production of PLGA fiber by various methods, along 
with correlations between structure and properties of 
the fibers. The applications of these fibers in 
biomedical domains are also discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 
During the past two decades significant advances 
have been made in the development of degradable 
polymeric materials for biomedical applications [1, 
2]. Degradation is important in biomedicine for many 
reasons. For example degradation of the polymeric 
implant means surgical intervention may not be 
required in order to remove the implant at the end of 
its functional life, eliminating the need for a second 
surgery. Consequently, a wide range of natural or 
synthetic polymers capable of undergoing 
degradation by hydrolytic or enzymatic routes are 
being investigated for biomedical applications [3]. 
Even though the biomedical applications of 
enzymatically degradable natural polymers such as 
collagen dates back thousands of years, the 
application of synthetic biodegradable polymers 
started only in the latter half of 1960s [4].  

 
 
However, the past two decades have seen the 
development of a range of new generation synthetic 
biodegradable polymers and analogous natural 
polymers specifically developed for biomedical 
applications. Table I illustrates various natural and 
synthetic biodegradable polymers [5]. 

 
TABLE I. Natural and synthetic biodegradable polymers [5]. 

 
Polymer Base  

Polysaccharides  Natural 

Proteins Natural 

Polyesters  Synthetic 

Polyanhydrides Synthetic 

Poly(ureas) Synthetic 

  

 
Degradable polyesters derived from three monomers, 
lactide, glycolide and caprolactone (CL), are 
commonly used clinically. They are characterized by 
degradation times ranging from days to years, 
depending on formulation and initial molecular 
weight [7]. Poly (glycolic acid) (PGA), poly (lactic 
acid) (PLA), and their copolymers are the most 
widely used synthetic degradable polymers in 
medicine. Of this family of linear aliphatic 
polyesters, PGA has the simplest structure and 
consequently enjoys the largest associated literature 
base. Since PGA is highly crystalline, it has a high 
melting point and low solubility in organic solvents. 
In order to adapt the materials properties of PGA to a 
wider range of possible applications, researchers 
undertook an intensive investigation of copolymers 
of PGA with the more hydrophobic polymers [6]. 
Among the co-polyesters investigated, extensive 
research has been performed in developing a full 
range of poly (lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA). 
Different ratios of PLGAs have been commercially 
developed and are being investigated for a wide 
range of biomedical applications [3]. The major 
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popularity of these biocompatible copolymers can be 
attributed in part to their approval by the Food and 
Drug Administration (FDA) for use in humans, their 
good process ability which enables fabrication of a 
variety of structures and forms and controllable 
degradation rates [7]. They also can be transformed 
by spinning into filaments for subsequent fabrication 
of desirable textile structures. Featured with excellent 
characteristics, such as biodegradability, 
biocompatibility, mild undesirable host reactions, and 
three-dimensional and directional porous structures, 
PLGA fibers, whose diameters range from 
nanometers to millimeters, are broadly studied and 
used as different biomaterials. For example, the 
commercialization of the copolymer for the 
bioabsorbable high strength suture, VICRYL was 
taken up by Ethicon in 1972 [8, 9]. As such, there has 
been extensive investigation into their use as an ideal 
biomaterial for temporary medical applications, such 
as controlled drug delivery systems and as scaffolds 
for tissue engineering. Various studies have 
investigated different properties and applications of 
PLGA [1,3,10] but few studies investigated different 
fabrication methods of PLGA fibers. The present 
article presents a review of the chemistry and 
different properties of PLGA and production of 
PLGA fiber by various methods, along with 
correlations between structure and properties of the 
fibers. The applications of these fibers in biological 
and medical domains are also discussed. 
 
CHEMISTRY OF PLGA 
The chemistry of PLGA involves the 
copolymerization of lactic and glycolic acid 
monomers. Glycolic acid (HOCH2COOH) is the 
smallest α-hydroxy acid (Figure 1). Lactic acid 
(HOCH3CHCOOH) is a simple chiral molecule 
which exists as two enantiomers, L- and D-lactic acid 
(Figure 2), differing in their effect on polarized light 
[11,12].  

 
  

 
 
 
 
FIGURE 1. Chemical structure of glycolic acid.

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 2. Optical isomers of lactic acid [11, 12].  

 

High-molecular-weight polymers and copolymers of 
glycolic and lactic acid are not possible to obtain by 
direct condensation of the related carboxylic acids 
because of the reversibility of the condensation 
reaction, backbiting reactions, and the high extent of 
reaction required. Therefore, high-molecular-weight 
polymers and copolymers of glycolide and L- and D-
lactides are prepared by ring-opening addition 
polymerization of their respective cyclic dimers. 
(Figure 3 and Figure 4). 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
FIGURE 3. The ring opening polymerization of the cyclic diester 
of lactic acid, lactide [7].  

 

 
 
FIGURE 4. Synthesis of PLGA [7]. 

 
The synthesis of this copolymer is carried out 
generally with the use of tin compounds as initiators. 
Common catalysts used in the preparation of this 
polymer include tin (II) 2-ethylhexanoate, tin (II) 
alkoxides, or aluminum isopropoxide [13]. However, 
the complete elimination of highly toxic tin 
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compounds from the polymers is practically 
impossible [14] which results in their slow 
penetration into patient, blood circulation systems. 
Several attempts were made to use less toxic initiator, 
zinc lactate [15] and calcium [16] and zirconium 
acetylacetonates [17, 18]. Only zinc chloride and 
zirconium acetylacetonate have allowed one to obtain 
copolymers of glycolide with lactide with high 
enough molecular masses to be used in production of 
surgical materials.  
 
PROPERTIES OF PLGA 
Depending on the ratio of lactide to glycolide used 
for the polymerization, different forms of PLGA can 
be obtained. These are usually identified in regard to 
the monomer ratio used (for example. PLGA 75:25 
identifies a copolymer whose composition is 75% 
lactic acid and 25% glycolic acid). It is noteworthy 
that there is no linear relationship between the ratio 
of glycolic acid to lactic acid and the 
physicomechanical properties of their copolymers. 
Whereas PGA is highly crystalline, crystallinity is 
rapidly lost in PLGA copolymers. These 
morphological changes lead to an increase in the 
rates of hydration and hydrolysis. Thus, copolymers 
tend to degrade more rapidly than either PGA or 
PLA. All PLGAs are amorphous rather than 
crystalline. The mechanical strength, swelling 
behavior, capacity to undergo hydrolysis and, 
subsequently, the biodegradation rate are directly 
influenced by the crystallinity of the PLGA.  The 
degree of crystallinity and the melting point are 
directly related to the molecular weight of the 
polymer. Physical properties such as the molecular 
weight affect the mechanical strength of the polymer 
and its ability to be formulated as a drug delivery 
device; also these properties may control the polymer 
biodegradation rate and hydrolysis. It has a glass 
transition temperature (Tg) of 45°C and an inherent 
viscosity of 0.5-0.8 mPa. The Tgs of the PLGA 
copolymers are above the physiological temperature 
of 37°C and hence they are normally glassy in nature. 
Thus, they have a fairly rigid chain structure, which 
gives them significant mechanical strength to be 
formulated as a degradable device. It has been 
reported that the Tgs of PLGA decrease with the 
decrease of lactide content in the co-polymer 
composition with decreasing molecular weight. 
Unlike the homopolymers of lactide acid (LA) and 
glycolide acid (GA) which show poor solubility, 
PLGA can be dissolved by a wide range of common 
solvents, including chlorinated solvents, 
tetrahydrofuran, acetone, or ethyl acetate [7].  PLGA 
physical properties have been shown to depend upon 
multiple factors, including the initial molecular 
weight, [19] the ratio of lactide to glycolide, [20] the 

size of the device, [21] exposure to water [22] and 
storage temperature [23]. In both in vitro and in vivo, 
the PLGA co-polymer undergoes degradation in an 
aqueous environment (hydrolytic degradation or 
biodegradation) through cleavage of its backbone 
ester linkages. The polymer chains undergo bulk 
degradation and the degradation generally occurs at a 
uniform rate throughout the PLGA matrix. A three-
phase mechanism for PLGA degradation has been 
proposed: 
 
1. Random chain scission process that the molecular 
weight of the polymer decreases significantly, but no 
appreciable weight loss and no soluble monomer 
products are formed. 
 
2. In the middle phase, a decrease in molecular 
weight accompanied by a rapid loss of mass and 
soluble oligomeric and monomer products are 
formed. 
3. Soluble monomer products formed from soluble 
oligomeric fragments. This phase is that of complete 
polymer solubilization [24].  
 
The degradation rates of the PLGAs are dependent on 
many factors including the molar ratio of lactide and 
glycolide acids in the polymer chain, molecular 
weight of the polymer, the degree of crystallinity, the 
Tg of the polymer and nature of the incubating media 
[24, 25].  The higher the content of glycolide units, 
the lower the time required for degradation. An 
exception to this rule is the copolymer with 50:50 
monomers' ratio which exhibits the faster degradation 
(about two months). In addition, polymers that are 
end-capped with esters (as opposed to the free 
carboxylic acid) demonstrate longer degradation half-
lives [13]. Miller et al. have shown that the (PLGA, 
50:50) is very hydrolytically unstable and the 
resistance to hydrolytic degradation was found to be 
more pronounced at either end of the co-polymer 
composition range [26]. However it is necessary to 
explain that a major limitation of the PLGAs 
applications is acidic degradation products during 
degradation. 
 
SPINNING OF PLGA FIBERS 
The transformation of PLGA into textile structures 
such as fibers is complicated and depends on 
different variables such as structural changes in the 
copolymer during processing. Extrusion of the 
copolymer into monofilament and multifilament may 
be achieved by fiber formation mechanisms such as 
melt spinning, solution spinning, and electrospinning. 
There are distinct features of each of these processes 
that are subsequently reflected in fiber properties. 
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Melt Spinning 
Owing to the thermoplastic nature of PLGA, it is 
possible to melt the polymer under reasonable 
conditions. In the melt spinning process polymer is 
melted, filtered, and extruded through the spinneret. 
The melt is drawn from the spinneret hole at a melt 
temperature. In the draw zone the extruded filaments 
are cooled to the solidification temperature and 
further to below the glass transition temperature. 
 
Finally, the filaments come to the take-up bobbins, 
and the temperature of the filaments is less than the 
Tg. Melt spinning of PLGA was one of the first 
methods used to produce fibers. Various research 
groups have studied the melt spinning of PLA and 
PLGA fibers under various processing conditions 
[27-35]. Wang et al. [34] have used centrifugal melt 
spinning technique to fabricate fiber matrix of PLGA 
(85:15, Mw = 50,000–75,000). This technique is well 
suited for thermoplastic polymers of low Tg. The 
fabricated fibers were used as scaffolds for cell 
culture. Intra et al. [35] have developed the suture by 
melt extruding a mixture of PLGA (75:25) pellets 
and drug that induce potent anti-tumor immune 
responses. To prepare the immunostimulatory suture, 
they loaded ground up PLGA pellets and drug that 
was endotoxin free into a Dynisco extruder hopper 
and sutures were extruded from a melted (≤70 ◦C) 
mixture of PLGA pellets and drug. The suture 
preparation uses an extrusion process is simple, 
reproducible and adaptable for loading of a wide 
variety of anti-tumor molecules, cytokines, antigens 
and immunostimulants in combination or alone.  
Many studies have been carried out to investigate the 
structure and property relationship in PGA and PLA 
fibers [36-40]. It is well known that the degree of 
crystallinity and mechanical properties of polymeric 
fibers can be greatly influenced by processing 
conditions [36-38]. In typical fiber processing, two 
process techniques are routinely used to manipulate 
the fiber properties. One technique involves the 
orientation process and the other technique involves 
the annealing process. Fu et al. [41] have investigated 
the structure and property changes of PLGA fiber 
during many different fiber process stages. These 
stages include an orientation stage, a hot-stretching 
stage and an annealing stage. Samples used were 
random copolymers based on (PLGA 10:90). This 
resin had Mw of 60,000, Mn of 22,000 and a 
polydispersity of 2.8.  Results show that the first 
encountered orientation roll temperature can have a 
significant impact on the structure formation by the 
process of nucleation-controlled kinetics, while the 
second encountered pre-annealing roll temperature is 
critical to the growth of the crystallites and overall 
crystallinity. Higher hot-stretching temperature 

increases the tensile strength, crystallinity and crystal 
size because it can reduce the internal stress in the 
restrained amorphous chains. In the annealing stage, 
samples can gain a significant increase in crystallinity 
and crystal size while heat shrinkage in the vicinity of 
Tg significantly decreases. The annealing process has 
proven to be the key step to stabilize the fiber 
properties near Tg [41].  
 
Wet Spinning 
Sometimes, melt spinning is not possible, either 
because the copolymer degrades while melting or the 
melt is thermally unstable [42]. The solution spinning 
methods, dry spinning and wet spinning, are usually 
utilized for polymers that do not melt. In both 
methods polymer is dissolved into solution and the 
polymer solution is filtrated, dearated, and pumped 
through the spinneret [43]. In dry spinning, solvents 
are removed by thermal evaporation while in wet 
spinning the coagulation of the polymer is carried out 
in another fluid that is compatible with the spinning 
solvent but is not itself a solvent for the polymer 
[44,45] In practice, as the viscose polymer solution 
enters into the coagulation bath, phase separation 
begins due to solvent out-flow and nonsolvent in-
flow and the polymer precipitates as fibrils [46,47].   
There is several studies used solution spinning to 
produce PLGA fibers [48-56]. Nelson et al. [48] have 
described a simple and repeatable method for wet-
spinning of PLGA monofilament fibers. The effects 
of solvents type, polymer concentrations and draw 
ratios on the wide range of fiber properties were 
investigated. PLGA (50:50, intrinsic viscosity: 0.66–
0.80) was dissolved in methylene chloride or 
chloroform at a concentration of 20 w/v%. The 
polymer flow rate was typically between 0.02 and 0.1 
mL/min. Results show that the chosen solvent system 
and polymer composition greatly affected the 
external morphology of the filaments. The difference 
in properties observed between a 7.5 w/v% fiber and 
an 8 w/v% fiber was due to macro structural changes 
in the polymer fiber. As the solvent diffused outward 
into the coagulation bath, and the coagulating bath 
fluid diffused into the polymer stream, the outer edge 
of the polymer stream became either polymer poor 
with dispersed aggregates of polymer rich phases, or 
the outer edge became polymer rich with entrapped 
polymer-poor dispersed phases. Dramatic changes in 
tensile strength occur over relatively small changes in 
the draw ratio from 23:1 to 26:1, but after that it 
remains relatively constant out to a draw ratio of 
40:1. Percent crystallinity does not appear to be a 
function of draw ratio. This will be an unexpected 
finding for those familiar with melt-extrusion, where 
strain-induced crystallization generally results in 
increased crystallinity as the draw ratio increases, 
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resulting in an increase in mechanical strength. In 
wet-extrusion, however, it does not appear to be the 
case; crystallinity is relatively constant for all draw 
ratios. Crow et al. [49] have created biodegradable 
fibers of PLLA and PLGA that encapsulated a water-
soluble drug by wet-spinning a water-in-oil emulsion.  
 
Drug release kinetics and changes in molecular 
weight were investigated over time.  Methylene 
chloride was used as solvent and bovine serum 
albumin (BSA) was used as a model drug for the 
release studies and as a surfactant to stabilize the 
emulsion. Hexane was used as a coagulation medium.  
As the emulsion flowed into the coagulation bath, a 
fiber began to form. The mean linear velocity of the 
emulsion in the spinneret was 0.385 m/min, whereas 
at the bobbin it was 16 m/min; giving a draw ratio of 
41. This draw ratio induces significant mechanical 
strain on the forming fiber.  The polymer type and the 
amount of aqueous phase incorporated into the 
polymer solution through emulsification were both 
important to how the fibers respond in an in vitro 
environment. Polymer type significantly affected 
drug release and molecular weight degradation. 
Aqueous phase incorporation significantly affected 
molecular weight degradation for PLLA, but less so 
for PLGA, and results in a significant difference in 
drug release rates for both fiber types. Wen et al. [50] 
have fabricated biodegradable permeable PLGA 
hollow fiber membranes (HFMs) using a wet phase 
inversion technique. By varying several parameters, 
such as the spinneret size, solvent and non-solvent 
pair, polymer concentration, flow rate, precipitation 
method, drop height, and small molecular pore-
forming agents, PLGA HFMs with variable sizes, 
surface morphologies, porosities, and diffusive 
permeability were obtained. PLGA (50:50, Mw = 
51.9 kDa, Mn = 34 kDa and intrinsic viscosity = 0.2 
dL/g) was used as a model degradable polymer. 
Results indicate that by using a wet phase inversion 
technique, degradable HFMs with variable size, inner 
and outer surface morphologies, porosity, and 
permeability with potential applications for nerve 
tract guidance conduits can be fabricated. The in vitro 
degradation behavior of PLGA HFMs was assessed 
in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) (0.1M, pH 7.4, 37 
1C) under static culture conditions. As shown in 
Figure 5 there was no observable weight loss in the 
first two weeks, after which weight loss due to the 
dissolution of water-soluble chains in the polymer 
occurred and accelerated as a result of the 
degradation. The loss of structural integrity by 
breaking down into fragments did not occur with the 
HFMs until four weeks and the HFMs completely 
disappeared by eight weeks. In addition, as judged by 
the changes in material morphology and the weight 

loss over time, the PLGA HFMs degraded 
homogeneously, with the surface and the bulk 
degrading at approximately the same rate. 
 
 

 
FIGURE 5. Degradation behavior of PLGA HFMs in 0.1M PBS 
culture: Weight changes of PLGA HFMs over time in culture. 
 

Ellis and Chaudhuri [51] have produced PLGA 
hollow fiber membranes using 1, 4-dioxane and 1-
methyl-2-pyrrolidinone (NMP) as solvents and water 
as the nonsolvent by dry/wet and wet-spinning. The 
effect of key fiber spinning variables to assess the 
controllability of the fiber properties was examined. 
The development of a hollow fiber spinning process 
critically depends on the rheology of the polymer 
solution thus both the polymer concentration and the 
nature of the solvent are important. The 
characteristics of a membrane cast using immersion 
precipitation are dependent on the polymer-solvent 
nonsolvent interactions since this affects the 
precipitation process. Dioxane-water and NMP-water 
both have high mutual affinities so porous structures 
are expected to form and were selected for this 
reason.  Figure 6 shows the viscosity of (PDLLGA 
50:50) dissolved in dioxane and NMP. 
 
 

FIGURE 6. Viscosity profile for 50:50 in NMP and dioxane. 
Readings were taken at 258C [51]. 
     Dioxane as the solvent 
     NMP as the solvent 
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It can be seen that while the 20% solutions have 
similar viscosities, at 25% polymer concentration the 
50:50 PDLLGA-dioxane solution has over twice the 
viscosity of the 50:50 PDLLGA-NMP solution and 2.5 
times the viscosity at 30%.  The dense sponge-like 
pores and absence of macrovoids seen with PDLLGA 
membranes cast using dioxane suggests that the 
polymer-solvent interaction had a significant effect 
on demixing likely to be due to PDLLGA having a 
relatively high affinity for dioxane. The finger-like 
structure of PDLLGA membranes cast from a 
PDLLGA-NMP solution suggest that the NMP-cast 
membranes underwent instantaneous demixing 
whereas the sponge-like structure of the dioxanecast 
membranes suggest that they were formed by delayed 
demixing. The pores with dense skins of the dioxane-
cast membranes would only allow molecular 
diffusion and would prevent the flow of the larger 
proteins found in media. NMP was selected over 
dioxane as the solvent for use in the phase inversion 
spin casting processes to fabricate the membrane 
scaffolds. This was based primarily on the 
macrostructure of the resulting membrane, on the 
wide range of polymer concentrations with 
viscosities suitable for spinning, and the relatively 
low toxicity and volatility compared to dioxane. The 
pore structure of the hollow fibers can be controlled 
by altering the air gap and temperature during the 
spinning process, no air gap resulting in the more 
porous surface and a higher temperature resulting in a 
more porous wall [51]. Hwang et.al [52] have 
developed a method to produce PLGA microfibers 
within a microfluidic chip based wet spinning for the 
generation of 3D tissue engineering scaffolds. The 
synthesis of PLGA fibers was achieved by using a 
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)-based microfluidic 
spinning device in which linear streams of PLGA 
dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) were 
precipitated in a glycerol-containing water solution. 
By changing the flow rate of PLGA solution from 1 
to 50 μL/min with a sheath flow rate of 250 or 1000 
μL/min, fibers were formed with diameters that 
ranged from 20 to 230 μm. Figure 7 shows the 
schematic of a microfluidic chip and a cover glass 
winding device for the aligned PLGA fibers. The 
core solution (10% PLGA in DMSO) and sheath 
solution (mixture of glycerin and distilled water with 
50% (v/v)) were introduced into each inlet, 
respectively. The schematic of PLGA fiber 
generation is illustrated in Figure 7b. At the position 
where the two fluids merged (around the dotted 
rectangle of Figure 7a), the sheath fluid surrounded 
the tip of the core glass while the core fluid extruded 
through the core glass to form a stable coaxial flow 
because of microfluidic phenomena. At the interface 
between the core PLGA solution and sheath fluid, the 

exchange of DMSO and water occurs and the 
polymer in the liquid phase solution is solidified. The 
size of the fibers was easily controllable by changing 
the core and sheath fluid flow rates. This chip-based 
fabrication method has several advantages over 
conventional techniques. For example, the fabrication 
apparatus is simple, the chip is small, and the 
resulting fiber size can be easily controlled by 
varying flow conditions [52]. 
 

 
FIGURE 7.  (a) Schematic of a microfluidic chip and a cover glass 
winding device for the aligned PLGA fibers. (b) Principle of the 
phase inversion process during polymer precipitation [52].  

 
Electrospinning 
Electrospinning is another interesting technique for 
spinning PLGA (and other polymers). In the 
electrospinning process, a polymer solution or melt is 
subjected to strong electric fields, and then the liquid-
phase polymer is ejected from a nozzle. The diameter 
of the ejected fibers is significantly reduced as they 
travel toward a collector. Figure 8 shows 
schematically an electrospinning system.  
 

 
 
FIGURE 8. Schematic of electrospinning system [5]. 
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The electrospinning process of the PLGA has been 
widely studied [57-60]. Bini et.al has fabricated 
PLGA nanofibers by the electrospinning process. 
Hexafluoroisopropanol (HFIP) was used as a solvent 
to dissolve PLGA microfibers under gentle stirring to 
obtain different concentrations ranging from 2 to 7 
wt% solution.  A high voltage of 12 kV was applied 
to the needle using a high voltage power supply. The 
morphology of the nanofibers spun with different 
concentrations of the polymer solution was studied. 
A 7 wt% concentration of (PLGA 10:90) produced a 
stable nanofiber without any beads and it was found 
to be the optimum concentration for electrospinning 
[57].  In another attempt nonwoven nanofibrous 
structures of PLGA were produced via 
electrospinning to develop biodegradable scaffolds. 
To obtain nanofibrous structure having various 
average diameters and porosities, electrospinning of 
PLGA was also carried out with quaternary 
ammonium salt (benzyl triethylammonium chloride, 
(BTEAC)), which was soluble in the electrospinning 
solvent of PLGA and easily removable from the 
resulting ultrafine fibers. The changes in the fiber 
diameter and morphology by adding salt or changing 
solvent were investigated in terms of solution 
viscosity, surface tension, dielectric constant, and 
conductivity. It was found that the conductivity of the 
PLGA solution was a major parameter affecting the 
morphology and diameter of the electrospun PLGA 
fibers. In addition, the diameter of the electrospun 
PLGA nanofibers was strongly dependent on a 
dielectric constant of solvent [58].  Zhao et.al has 
fabricated the electrospun PLGA fibrous scaffolds 
under the different process parameters. The influence 
of polymer solution concentration, electric field 
strength, and feeding rate on fiber morphology and 
diameter was investigated. The diameter of 
nanofibers increased with the PLGA concentration 
and feeding rate, but the electric field strength 
exerted only minor effects on the average diameter of 
the nanofibers. Some studies have investigated the 
degradation behavior of nanofibers and nanofiber 
matrices prepared by electrospinning [61-63]. Zong 
et al has studied the structural and morphological 
changes of electrospun PLGA (LA/GA ratio 10/90) 
membranes during in vitro degradation as a function 
of time. On the basis of their results, the structure and 
morphology changes of electrospun PLGA nanofiber 
membranes during in vitro degradation could be 
divided into four stages: A schematic diagram of 
these changes during in vitro degradation is shown in 
Figure 9. In stage I (within the first day of 
incubation), as the incubation temperature is near the 
glass transition temperature (Tg), a rapid thermally 
induced crystallization process takes place, forming 
the typical two-phase lamellar morphology. In stage 

II, the polymer chains in the amorphous regions 
between the lamellar stacks begin to degrade due to 
hydrolysis. This chain scission process enhances the 
mobility of the noncrystalline chains, which leads to 
further crystallization. This process is often termed as 
cleavage-induced crystallization, which usually forms 
defective crystal lamellae with smaller sizes. Very 
little mass of the sample is lost during these first two 
stages. In stage III (6-12 days of incubation), the 
degradation rate of the electrospun membrane 
increases after some degraded oligomers are formed 
and trapped inside of the sample, which autocatalyze 
the degradation reaction with acidic end groups. The 
amorphous regions disappear faster than the 
crystalline regions, resulting in fragmented samples 
with very high crystallinity. As the molecular weight 
of the polymer falls below a critical value, the 
degraded oligomers would become soluble in water. 
Large mass loss and water uptake are thus observed. 
At this point, the degraded sample is much more 
hydrophilic than the initial sample. Stage IV can be 
marked as the onset point of the significant mass loss 
from the crystalline region of PLA10GA90, as has 
been observed 12 days after incubation. 
 

 
FIGURE 9.  Schematic diagram of a four-stage model of structure 
and morphology changes of electrospun PLA10GA90 membranes 
during in vitro degradation. 

 
Electrospinning is also a good technique to produce 
drug loaded nanofibers. However incorporation and 
sustained release of water-soluble bioactive agents, 
especially proteins, growth factors, and 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), by conventional 
electrospinning techniques remains challenging, due 
to low solubility and easy inactivation in common 
organic solvents [64, 65]. Compared with 
conventional electrospinning, coaxial electrospinning 
is essentially modified or extended of the former with 
a major difference in the configuration of spinneret. 
One of the advantages in using such technique is to 
protect easily denatured biological agents and 
potentially to wrap all substances in the core 
regardless of drug-polymer interactions. On the other 
hand, core-shell structure fibers electrospun from 
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coaxial electrospinning can potentially provide a 
better therapeutic effect, reduced toxicity, and 
sustained drug release [66]. There are several study 
used this technique to produced bioactive agents 
loaded core-shell ultrafine fibers [67-69]. For 
example, You et al [68] fabricated core–shell 
structured fibers with PLGA as shell and 
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) -containing BSA as core 
by coaxial electrospinning. Micrographs of 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 
demonstrated that nanofibers had smooth surface and 
the structure of core-shell was obtained successfully 
(Figure 10). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
FIGURE 10. TEM micrographs of core-shell nanofibers. 
 
Results suggested that PEO/PLGA core-shell 
ultrafine fibers could be produced and used as 
bioactive molecules carrier for tissue regeneration. 
Comprehensive data on PLGA fiber spinning are 
presented in Table II. 
 
MEDICAL APPLICATIONS OF PLGA FIBERS 
Copolymers of lactide and glycolide acid combine 
certain desired properties such as biodegradability, 
biocompatibility, pliability, miscibility with a wide 
variety of active compounds [63,70-72]. Other 
advantages of this copolymer utilization in 
biomedical applications are: possibility of controlling 
its physico-mechanical properties, chemical or 
physical modification of its surface properties, ability 
to immobilize cells or biomolecules within it or on 
the surface. For this reason it found interesting 
medical and pharmaceutical application in the last 
decades.  Following are the major applications of the 
PLGA fibers in biomedical domain. 
 

Suture 
Sutures are the most widely used materials in wound 
closure and have been in use for many centuries. 
They are, in general made up of fibers from natural or 
synthetic polymers. Polymeric fibers could be 
absorbable or nonabsorbable. The most important 
advantage of synthetic absorbable sutures is their 
reproducible degradability inside a biological 
environment. Due to the development of these 
synthetic fibers, they have replaced some natural 
fibers [7]. PLGA has been approved by the FDA for 
use as a suture material because of features that offer 
crucial advantages [73]. In the 1960s and 1970s, 
research on absorbable suture materials such as 
Dexon (100% PGA) and Vicryl (10:90 PLGA) 
indicated good tissue compatibility and opened the 
door to the use of biodegradable polymer implants 
for other clinical applications [74-78]. Ethicon, Inc. 
has developed and sold a multifilament suture of 
PLGA, Vicryl, [79, 80] which is now the typical type 
of biodegradable suture, as a best seller. The surface 
is coated with surfactants to improve the gliding of 
the string. There is another type of the product called 
Vicryl Rapid, which is irradiated to increase the rate 
of bioabsorbance [81, 82]. Ethicon, Inc. has 
developed a new product, PANACRYL which has a 
low rate of bioabsorbance by increasing the LA/GA 
ratio. It loses a half of its tenacity by six months, and 
is completely absorbed in a few years. Their main 
products have relatively large diameters and are 
applied to defects which require a high tension in 
orthopedic surgery.  For suture applications, PLGA 
must have a high concentration of GA for achieving 
proper mechanical and degradation properties [7]. 
Absorbable sutures such as PLGA has tremendous 
development value and has bright application 
prospects because of excellent biocompatibility, 
absence of tissue reaction, high strength and 
toughness, moderate stretchability, lack of toxicity 
and irritation, and controllable degradability. Owing 
to these excellent properties and extensive 
application sectors, they earned widespread attention 
as medical-care materials in the textile sector 
globally. One of the most interesting developments in 
recent times is combination of surgical sutures with 
bioactive materials.  Novel bioactive materials have 
been prepared by coating violet resorbable Vicryl 
sutures with a bioactive glass powder derived from a 
co-precipitation method [83]. The other clinical 
bioactive sutures are Vicryl Plus [84]. Vicryl Plus is 
polyglactin 910 coated with triclosan. Several studies 
comparing the handling of Vicryl Plus with Vicryl 
showed no significant differences in handling and a 
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possible advantage in terms of postoperative pain 
[85,86]. Animal model studies have shown that 
polyglactin 910 suture coated with triclosan (Vicryl 
Plus) inhibits bacterial colonization of suture after 
direct in vivo challenge with S. aureus.[85] Vicryl 
Plus is more expensive, of course, than Vicryl, but it 
is approved by FDA and widely available.  With the 
first wave of bioactive sutures already in the market 
place, research is directed to the development of 
future products such as sutures that could potentially 
demonstrate not only antimicrobial activity but also 
anesthetic and antineoplastic functions [87]. 
Application of suture as carrier of different drugs, 
proteins, cytokines and antibodies has been widely 
investigated [88-90]. Intra et.al [35] have developed 
an immunostimulatory suture that could have the dual 
function of closing the site of tumor excision and 
providing sustained localized delivery of 
immunostimulatory ligands that prevents local tumor 
recurrence, so that surgeons can effectively close the 
wound following removal of the tumor and 
simultaneously provide local therapy for control and 
elimination of minimal residual disease [90].  
 

Pharmaceutical 
The drug delivery system was developed for the 
purpose of bringing, up taking, retaining, releasing, 
activating, localizing and targeting the drugs at the 
right timing, period, dose and place.  The 
biodegradable polymer can contribute largely to this 
technology by adding its own characters to the drugs. 
In this approach, the copolymers of PLGA, PLA-CL 
and PGA-CL are commonly used, because the 
copolymer can be prepared in the moderate 
condition, has the similar stiffness to the body, has 
the appropriate degradability, and has the low 
crystallinity enough to be mixed well with many 
kinds of drugs. The history of biodegradable 
polymers in drug delivery systems dates back to 1970 
when PLGA was used to control the release of 
narcotics. Controlled drug release from these systems 
has been explained by different mechanisms: Fickian 
diffusion through the polymer matrix, diffusion 
through water filled pores created upon swelling of 
the matrix and delivery by erosion of the polymer 
matrix [91, 93] but most systems have been based on 
the erosion of the drug-containing polymer, whereby 

TABLE II. Comprehensive data on PLGA fiber spinning. 
 

Workers Type of Spinning Process Highlight Advantages  Limitations 
Li et al 
(2001) 

Electrospinning  A novel PLGA structure for 
tissue-engineering applications 
was developed. 

The nanofibrous structure has a 
high surface area-to-volume ratio. 

…… 

Kim et al 
(2003) 

Electrospinning   Medicated biodegradable 
PLGA-based nanofibrous 
scaffolds containing 
hydrophilic antibiotic drug 
were fabricated. 

The successful incorporation and 
sustained release of drug from 
nanofibrous scaffolds was 
demonstrated. 

…… 

Nelson et al 
(2003)  

Wet spinning The effect of solvent systems, 
polymer blends, and winding 
rates on properties of fibers 
reported.  

Applied technique avoids the 
large capital, space, and raw 
material requirements of 
conventional melt-extrusion of 
polymers. 

…… 

Bini et al 
(2004)  

Electrospinning  Nanofibrous nerve guide 
conduit was fabricated.  

Fibrous biomaterials can mimic 
the nano-sized dimension of 
natural extracellular matrix 
(ECM). 

…… 

You et al 
(2005)  

Electrospinning The effect of conductivity of 
the PLGA solution on diameter 
of fiber was reported. 

…… The morphology of ultrafine 
fibers strongly depends on the 
solution properties. 

You et al 
(2005)  

Electrospinning Structural and morphological 
changes during in vitro 
degradation of PLA, PGA and 
PLGA were reported. 

In comparison with microfiber 
nonwovens, a nanofiber matrix 
has an extremely high specific 
surface area and high interfiber 
pores.  

…… 

Crow et al 
(2005) 

Wet spinning PLLA and PLGA fibers were 
prepared by wet spinning a 
water-in-oil emulsion and were 
used for drug delivery system. 

This method leads to create a 
fiber scaffold at room 
temperature.  

…… 
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Wen et al 
(2006) 

wet phase 
inversion 
technique 

Hollow fiber membranes 
(HFMs) of PLGA were 
fabricated for use as nerve tract 
guidance channels. 

This technique allows for fine-
tuning of the permeability, inner 
and outer surface morphologies, 
tube size, and even highly aligned 
textures during fabrication. 

…… 

Morgan et 
al (2007) 

Wet spinning Use of porous PDLLGA hollow 
fibers as scaffold.  
 

This technique allows 
controllable fabrication of porous 
fibers with a uniform hollow core 
and rough surface area. 

…… 

Zhao et al 
(2008)  

Electrospinning  The effect of polymer solution 
concentration, electric field 
strength, and feeding rate on 
scaffold properties was 
reported. 

The electrospun scaffold can not 
only mimic the nano-sized 
dimension of (ECM) but also its 
spatial organization on the 
mesoscopic scale.  

…… 

Hwang et al 
(2008) 

Microfluidic 
spinning 

A method developed to 
produce PLGA microfibers 
within a microfluidic chip 

This process is simple, cost-
effective, and compatible with 
many biological materials and can 
be used to generate microlevel 
diameter and uniform fibers in a 
reproducible and scalable manner. 

…… 

Mack et al 
(2009)  

Wet spinning  Biodegradable filaments for 
the controlled delivery of 
dexamethasone or levofloxacin 
described. 

Benefits of a wet-processed 
filament include a porous 
microstructure, room temperature 
processing conditions, and 
diameters of suture-like scale.  

…… 

Xie et al 
(2010) 

Melt spinning A methodology developed to 
quickly neutralize the acidic 
degradation products of PLGA 
fibrous scaffolds. 

…… Because of the size and cost of 
melt-extrusion equipment, and 
the large amount of raw 
material required, it has not 
been well suited to bench-top, 
laboratory quantities. 

Intra et al  
(2011) 

Melt spinning Melt extruding a mixture of 
PLGA pellets and CpG ODN 
to produce immunostimulatory 
suture. 

…… High temperatures in melt 
spinning limit protein loading 
for the controlled delivery of 
bioactive molecules. 

 
 

 
 

the drug is released gradually by hydrolytic 
degradation and/ or morphological changes in the 
polymer [94]. Several drug delivery vehicles 
composed of PLGA, such as microspheres, 
microcapsules, nanospheres and nanofibers have been 
developed for the controlled release of drugs or 
protein. The biodegradability of PLGA fibers has 
inspired several studies on controlled drug delivery 
systems 93-95]. On the basis of a similar concept, 
Crow et al. [49] produced PLGA biodegradable fiber 
that encapsulated a water-soluble drug by wet-
spinning a water-in-oil emulsion. This technique of 
fiber extrusion involves using an aqueous emulsion in 
a modified wet extrusion process. The key point of 
using an emulsion is that the sensitive biological 
molecules, such as proteins, growth factors, 
cytokines, enzymes, and so on, are exposed to an 
aqueous, biologically friendly environment. In this 
case, the coagulation fluid used was hexane, and the 
syringe pump was adjusted to flow at a constant rate 
of 0.05 mL/min. As the emulsion flowed into the 
coagulation bath, a fiber began to form. The fiber was 
removed from the bath and wrapped around a rotating 
bobbin that wound the fiber at a constant linear rate 
of 16 m/min. Results show that these fibers are 2.4% 

by mass drug, which is slowly released, making these 
fibers potential candidates for implantation as drug 
delivery devices and/or tissue-engineering substrates. 
This study demonstrated that drug release rates and 
molecular weight degradation are a function of the 
amount of aqueous phase added as an emulsion 
during fabrication. Mack et al. [56] focused on 
monofilaments made from three types of amorphous 
PLGA, with 50:50 (Resomer RG 506), 75:25 
(Resomer RG 756), and 100:0 ratios of lactide to 
glycolide (PDLLA). Using dimethyl sulfoxide 
(DMSO) as a solvent and water as an anti-solvent, 
levofloxacin or dexamethasone containing filaments 
were prepared. Table III shows the processing 
conditions for all of the filaments used for these 
experiments. Table IV lists the diameters of each 
filament after extrusion and one day of incubation in 
PBS at 37 °C. Water swells the filaments, with the 
degree of swelling ranging from 25% to 49% by mass 
depending on composition. Influx of water with 
incubation in PBS is accompanied by an increase in 
filament diameter, particularly for filaments made 
with Resomer RG 506. Representative SEMs of 
filaments 506-L1 and -L2 are shown in Figure 11. 
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FIGURE 11. SEM images for filaments a) 506-L1 and b) 506-L2. 
Filament 506-L2 (made from a suspension of levofloxacin) shows 
large, discrete surface protuberances while 506-L1 has a rough 
surface. 

 
A cross-section of 506-L1 shows the internal porosity 
of the polymeric filaments. Other filaments reveal 
similar cross sectional morphology. The exterior 
surfaces of the filaments are different. Filament 506-
L1 has a rough surface but larger surface 
protuberances are apparent for 506-L2. To compare 
the effects of PLGA type to final fiber properties, 
506-L1, 756-L1 and PDLLA-L1 filaments were made 
with formulations that were the same except for 
polymer type. Filaments prepared from each polymer 
displayed a triphasic release curve profile, with an 
initial fast release followed by a plateau of slow 
release that accelerates as the polymer structure 
degrades (Figure 12). Higher lactide content should 
lead to slower polymer degradation and drug release. 
  

 
 
FIGURE 12. The release profile of filaments made from different 
polymers. 

 
Halliday et al. [96] produced poly-lactide-co-
glycolide wet-spun fibers loaded with the novel 
antiepileptic drug Levetiracetam (LEV), and 
investigated their morphology, in vitro drug release 
characteristics, and brain biocompatibility in adult 
rats. LEV-loaded PLGA fibers were made by wet 
spinning the PLGA-LEV solution through a 1:4 
isopropanol: hexane (v/v) coagulation bath. PLGA 
with two different mole ratios of lactide: glycolide 
were investigated: PLGA 85:15 and PLGA 75:25. 
Solvents were acetone and dichloromethane (DCM). 
The best performing structures released LEV 
constantly for at least five months in vitro, and were 
found to be highly brain biocompatible following 
month-long implantations in the motor cortex of adult 
rats.   

 
TABLE III. Processing conditions for filaments. 

 
Sample Polymer Drug type Solution Composition(%Wt) Solution 

temperature(οC) 
Coagulation 

time(s) Polymer DMSO Drug 
506-L1 RG 506 Levofloxacin 23.3 69.8 7.0 25 45 
506-L2 RG 506 Levofloxacin 22.2 66.7 11.1 23 45 
506-L3 RG 506 Levofloxacin 23.3 69.8 7.0 60 45 
506-L4 RG 506 Levofloxacin 23.8 71.4 4.8 25 45 
506-L5 RG 506 Levofloxacin 23.3 69.8 7.0 25 55 
506-L6 RG 506 Levofloxacin 23.3 69.8 7.0 25 35 
506-D1 RG 506 Dexamethasone 23.3 69.8 7.0 25 45 
506-D2 RG 506 Dexamethasone 20.4 61.2 18.4 25 45 
756-L1 RG756 Levofloxacin 23.3 69.8 7.0 25 45 
756-L2 RG756 Levofloxacin 22.2 66.7 11.1 25 45 

PDLLA-L1 PDLLA Levofloxacin 23.3 69.8 7.0 25 45 
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TABLE IV. Filament Diameter after extrusion and one day of 
incubation in PBS at 37οC. 
 

Sample Diameter (µm) 
Initial 1 day 

506-L1 255 287 
506-L2 259 314 
506-L3 266 283 
506-L4 250 284 
506-L5 261 322 
506-L6 252 271 
506-D1 270 269 
506-D2 285 304 
756-L1 288 297 
756-L2 294 300 

PDLLA-L1 299 311 

 
LEV release profiles from PLGA 85:15 and 75:25 
fibers are shown in Figure 13. Both formulations of 
PLGA 85:15 fibers exhibited a burst of LEV release 
within 24 h. The burst from fibers with a 28.6% LEV 
loading was 89%, whereas from fibers with 10.4% 
w/w LEV loading it was 34%. These fibers with 
10.4% LEV gradually and continuously released the 
remaining LEV until 98 days of incubation. PLGA 
75:25 fibers with a 16.7% LEV loading also 
exhibited a substantial initial burst, releasing 69% of 
their LEV content in the first 24 h of incubation. LEV 
continued to be released rapidly for 1 week with 80% 
of their initial LEV load detected in solution.  
 

 
FIGURE 13. Release of Levetiracetam from PLGA fibers in vitro. 
 

PLGA 75:25 fibers with 4.8% w/w LEV released 
only 28% of their LEV content in the first 24 h of 
incubation, and then gradually released LEV until a 
delayed burst occurred at 90 days. This delayed burst 
correlated with observations that the fiber structure 
was no longer intact.  
 
Implants  
PLGA fibers have proved effective as implants and 
supports in the human body. Athanasiou et al. [97,98] 
have used implants fabricated from a (PLGA, 50:50) 

to deliver growth factors to sites of osteochondral 
defects in rabbit knees in an attempt to regenerate 
cartilage and the underlying bone. They have 
reported satisfactory results. These devices function 
not only as controlled release systems for the delivery 
of proteins over a period of time but also as scaffolds 
for the growth of neo-tissue. An in vitro study of this 
implant has shown that the protein is released in a 
sigmoid fashion over a period of 10 weeks and the 
implant is fully degraded by this time.  
 
Tissue Engineering  
Tissue engineering is an interdisciplinary and 
multidisciplinary field that aims at developing 
biological substitutes to restore, maintain, or improve 
tissue function. Scaffolding materials for tissue 
engineering can be any biomimetic biomaterials that 
mimic one or multiple characteristics of natural 
extracellular matrix (ECM) [99], supporting cell 
attachment, proliferation, differentiation, and neo-
tissue generation [100]. To fulfill the diverse needs in 
tissue engineering, various materials have been 
exploited as scaffolds for tissue regeneration. The 
initial requirement of the scaffold is to hold cells and 
tissues together in spite of partial degradation. This 
reflects the importance of mechanical strength in the 
initial stages; therefore, biological performance 
comes into the picture. Polymeric biodegradable 
scaffolds combine advantages of synthetic and 
natural materials. The physical properties of synthetic 
polymers, such as mechanical strength and 
degradation rate, can be manipulated according to 
requirements, with fewer batch-to-batch variations 
than are typical with natural materials [101]. 
Amongst the different classes of biodegradable 
polymers, the thermoplastic aliphatic polyesters like 
PLA, PGA, especially their copolymer, PLGA, have 
attracted immense interest due to their favorable 
properties such as good biocompatibility, suitable 
biodegradability, and mechanical strength [102]. 
They have been extensively investigated for 
applications in drug release, gene delivery [103-105] 
and engineering different types of tissue including 
cartilage, blood vessel and tendon [106-108].  PLGA 
may be fabricated into various shapes (e.g. filament, 
braided, knitted, nonwoven or film) as required of the 
organ construction. Li et.al [109] has been developed 
PLGA structure with a unique architecture produced 
by an electrospinning process for tissue-engineering 
applications. The electrospun structure, composed of 
PLGA fibers ranging from 500 to 800 nm in 
diameter, features a morphologic similarity to the 
extracellular matrix of natural tissue, which is 
characterized by a wide range of pore diameter 
distribution, high porosity, high surface area-to-
volume ratio and effective mechanical properties 
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which are favorable parameters for cell attachment, 
growth, and proliferation.  Such a structure meets the 
essential design criteria of an ideal engineered 
scaffold. Another attempt [110] was made to explore 
the potential of using PLGA (10: 90) biodegradable 
polymer as scaffolds for nerve tissue engineering, 
acting as carriers for cells. Scaffolds were made using 
PLGA microfiber and PLGA nanofiber prepared by 
the electrospining process. Attempt was also made to 
develop microbraided and aligned microfiber 
scaffolds. In vitro studies were carried out using C-
17.2 nerve stem. The cells attached and differentiated 
on the four types of scaffolds studied. All the 
scaffolds maintained their structural integrity. The 
cells were attached more on the surface in the case of 
PLGA nanofiber scaffold. The cells were distributed 
randomly on the surface. The differentiated neurite 
took a random orientation on the scaffold. In the 
microbraided and aligned microfiber scaffolds, the 
cells were found to be aligned along the direction of 
the fiber. The neurites attached and grew along the 
direction of the fiber. Thus, on the aligned microfiber 

scaffolds aligned orientation of the cells was 
achieved. Comprehensive data on PLGA fiber 
applications are presented in Table V. 
 
CONCLUSION 
Featured with excellent characteristics, such as 
biodegradability, biocompatibility, mild undesirable 
host reactions, three-dimensional and directional 
porous structures, PLGA fibers, whose diameters 
range from nanometers to millimeters, is broadly 
studied and used as different biomaterials. Therefore 
investigation of production of PLGA fiber by various 
methods is very important. However, because of its 
innate hydrophobicity and its high price, applications 
of this copolymer in biomedical domain have some 
limitations [111]. This article presents a review on 
the production of PLGA fiber by various methods 
including melt spinning, solution spinning, and 
electrospinning along with correlations between 
structure and properties of the fibers. The 
applications of these fibers in biomedical domains are 
also discussed. 

 
TABLE V. Comprehensive data on PLGA fiber applications. 

 
Year Workers Type of application Process highlight 
2004 Blaker et al Suture A novel silver-doped bioactive glass powder was used to coat 

resorbable Vicryls (polyglactin 910) and non-resorbable Mersilks 
surgical sutures, thereby imparting bioactive, antimicrobial and 
bactericidal properties to the sutures. 

2004 Bretcanu  et al Suture Composites based on violet resolbabale Vicryl suture coated with 
bioactive glass were prepared. 

2006 Zurita et al Suture The preparation of mono- and multifilament sutures incorporating 
ibuprofen as an anti-inflammatory agent was considered. 

2006 Edmiston et al Suture A standardized in vitro microbiologic model was used to assess 
bacterial adherence and the antibacterial activity of a triclosan-
coated polyglactin 910 (braided) suture against selected Gram-
positive and Gram-negative bacteria. 

2007 Togo et al Suture The usefulness of synthetic absorbable sutures (Vicryl) in 
preventing surgical site infection (SSI) after hepatectomy was 
evaluated. 

2009 Mingmalairak et al Suture The efficacy and safety of new antibacterial suture (Vicryl Plus) 
compared with a traditional braided suture (Vicryl).  

2010 Weinstein et al Suture Ketoprofen was implanted into PLGA suture using liquid and 
supercritical carbon dioxide. The effect of temperature, pressure 
(and hence density), and exposure time were explored on the 
ability of the sutures to absorb ketoprofen.  

2011 Intra et al  Suture Melt extruding a mixture of PLGA pellets and CpG ODN to 
produce immunostimulatory suture. 

2002 Li et al Tissue-engineering A novel PLGA structure for tissue-engineering applications 
developed. 

2003 Nelson et al  Tissue-engineering The effect of solvent systems, polymer blends, and winding rates 
on properties of fibers reported.  

2004 Bini et al  Tissue-engineering  Nanofibrous nerve guide conduit fabricated. The feasibility of in 
vivo nerve regeneration was investigated. 

2005 You et al  Tissue-engineering The effect of conductivity of the PLGA solution on morphology 
and diameter of fiber reported. 

2005 You et al  Tissue-engineering Structural and morphological changes during in vitro degradation 
of PLA, PGA and PLGA reported. 

2006 Wen et al Tissue-engineering Degradable hollow fiber membranes were described that have been 
fabricated from PLGA copolymers for nerve guidance channel 
applications using phase-inversion techniques. 

2007 Ellis et al Tissue-engineering The effect of wet spinning variables on hollow fiber properties and 
PLA: PGA ratio on cell attachment and proliferation reported. 
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2007 Morgan et al Tissue-engineering This study provides evidence that porous PDLLGA hollow fiber–
HBMSC graft is an innovative biomaterial that offers new 
approaches to mesenchymal cell expansion, which could be 
utilized as a scaffold for skeletal tissue generation. 

2008 Zhao et al  Tissue-engineering This study demonstrated that the fiber morphology and diameter of 
the electrospun PLGA scaffolds could be tailored by controlling 
fabrication parameters. 

2008 Hwang et al  Tissue-engineering Emerging application of a microfluidic chip in the fabrication of 
fiber-based scaffolds for directional cell growth was demonstrated. 

2009 Meneghello et al  Tissue-engineering Improvement of fiber properties by introduction of PVA to PLGA.  
2010 Xie et al Tissue-engineering A methodology developed to quickly neutralize the acidic 

degradation products of PLGA fibrous scaffolds. 
2010 Dong et al Tissue engineering  This is the first study to evaluate long-term PGA, PLGA, and 

P(LLA-CL)  nanofiber degradation  in vitro with cell culture. 
2005 Crow et al Drug delivery PLLA and PLGA fibers prepared by wet spinning process and used 

for drug delivery system. 
2009 Mack et al  Drug delivery  Biodegradable filaments for the controlled delivery of 

examethasone or levofloxacin were described. 
2012 Halliday et al Drug delivery Wet-spun fibers loaded with the novel antiepileptic drug 

Levetiracetam were produced, and their morphology, in vitro drug 
release characteristics, and brain biocompatibility in adult rats were 
investigated.  

2005 Crow et al Drug delivery  Biodegradable fibers of PLA and PLGA that encapsulated a water-
soluble drug were created by wet-spinning a water-in-oil emulsion.  

2010 Puppi et al Drug delivery  PLGA meshes loaded with retinoic acid (RA) were prepared by 
electrospinning to combine the biological effects of RA and the 
advantages of electrospun meshes to enhancing the mass transfer 
features of controlled release systems and cell interaction with 
polymeric scaffolds. 

2011 Meng et al Drug delivery  Drug (Fenbufen, FBF)-loaded (PLGA) and PLGA/gelatin 
nanofibrous scaffolds were fabricated via electrospinning 
technique. 

 
2003 Zong et al Surgical implants The structural and morphological changes of electrospun (PLGA, 

10/90) membranes during in vitro degradation were studied as a 
function of time. 
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